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Crack the Code to Consistent
Winning in NADEX While Avoiding the
Pitfalls Newbies Usually Dive Right
Into as Fast as They Can…
Learn from Our Experience and the
Experience of Our Students
Just about anyone can dive into trading
NADEX binary options if you can get
access to an account, and “try it out”,
“give it a try.”
I hear those two phrases often. I’m not sure where they come

from. But I tell you now, those the casual attitude towards
trading and day trading binary options are, as mama says,
“crusin for a brusin'” (in older non sissified times).
You can “try out” a demo account but that’s about it. Many
think they can just walk into trading and just make money
right away.
Maybe that’s the way advertising hype has
brainwashed people into thinking. But you probably know by
now that it’s not true. You have to learn how to day trade
NADEX in order to do it well. And then you practice to the
point of Mastery so you can respond correctly in real time.
Hey some may have some initial luck but initial luck usually
leads to quite a s”chmack down” later. You need to do
trading right. Don’t be “that guy” who dives in and causes
a lot of damage to their accounts and their emotions. Take
the pains to learn to do day trading right (which really
isn’t all that much work compared to most things that pay
far less) and the rewards can be GREAT over time!
There are many pitfalls to avoid that are hidden in NADEX
Binary options day trading that most don’t even know about
who are claiming to teach about NADEX binary options or
binary options in general. These pitfalls come as surprises
that you do not want to fall into. Therefore learn from us
ahead of time.

Winning in NADEX Binary Options requires
a few things that need to come together
at once.
1. You need a strategic approach.
2. You need a systematic approach.
3. You need an overall reverse-engineered approach design

2 correctly attain your goals.
4. You need to understand and master the inner game, the
mental-emotional game.

5. You must know, master pitfalls ahead of time so you

can cerebrally avoid them.
6. You must practice correct action until correct action
becomes a habit.
7. You must turn all winning factors into a habit.
8. Trading exits the realm of the emotional ups and downs
of winning and losing and enters the realm of an
enjoyable event. A similar approach would apply in
athletic competition.
Don’t get up on yourself.
Don’t get down on yourself. Just enjoy doing a great
job and making, experiencing great moments.

In this Winning in NADEX Binary Options Course
You’ll Learn
1. Pitfalls to Avoid
1. Demo Account Trading Magic
2. Position Sizing for Geniuses
3. The Evil Marketplace Whispering in Your Ears
4. Heart Based Trading
5. Soul Based Trading
6. Cerebral Based Trading
7. The Money is in the Math
2. Mechanics
1. A Musician and His Instrument
2. A Basket Ball Player and His Shooting, Dribbling

and Move Repertoire Skills
3. Demo Account Hacking
4. Knowing the Appropriate Strategic Approach to
Your Favorite
3. Mindset of Winning
1. Identifying Winning Trading Habits – What Are
They?
2. Money Management Position Sizing Habits
3. Consistency of Schedule Habits
4. Focus Habits
4. An Overall Goal and Plan

1. How to Set Goals in Day Trading the Right Way
2. Reverse Engineering Your Goals – How to Actually

Accomplish Your Day Trading Goals
3. Gaining the Strategic and Systematic Knowledge
Needed to be Able to Accomplish Your Reverse
Engineered Plans
5. How to Create and Install Success Habits in Trading
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